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A construction due to Mullin and Nemeth uses starters and skew adders to 
construct Latin squares that are orthogonal to their transposes. The construction, 
which makes use of certain cyclic sequences, fails for some starters and skew adders. 
A necessary and sufficient condition on the cycles is given for the construction to 
work. It is shown that although the construction depends on the choice of cycles, 
it can be made to work for any strong starter and its associated skew adder. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3], Mullin and Nemeth report a construction involving starters and 
skew adders for Latin squares that are orthogonal to their transposes. 
(Such Latin squares are also called self-orthogonal.) We show that the con- 
struction given there, which makes use of certain cyclic sequences (cycles), 
does not always produce Latin squares that are orthogonal to their trans- 
poses; in fact, the arrays produced may not be Latin squares or they may 
be Latin squares that are not orthogonal to their transposes. We give a 
condition on the cycles for a given starter and skew adder that is necessary 
and sufficient for the construction to work. Although the construction 
depends in an essential way on the choice of cycles, we show that the con- 
struction can be made to work for any strong starter and its associated’ 
skew adder. This result confirms that the construction works for a class of 
examples given by Mullin and Nemeth, and referred to in subsequent 
literature (e.g., [ 11). 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION 
Let G be an abelian group of odd order 2n + 1. A starter in G is a set 
s= i(% Yl>> ix27 Y21, *..9 CL VnH o unordered pairs of elements of C f 
such that 
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(i) the elements x1, yl, x2, y2, . . . . x,, yn comprise all the non-zero 
elements of G; 
(ii) the differences + (xi- yJ, i= 1,2, . . . . n comprise all non-zero 
elements of G. 
An adder for S is a set A= {a,, a2, . . . . a,> of n distinct non-zero elements 
of G such that the elements xi + ai, yi + ai, i= 1,2, . . . . n are all distinct and 
comprise all the non-zero elements of G. The adder A is called skew if a E A 
implies that -a $A. Denote by S+ A the set ((xi+ ai, yi+aj}: 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n}. 
Suppose G = (go, g, , . . . . gzn} is an abelian group of order 2n + 1 with 
zero go such that G admits the starter S and the skew adder A. Beginning 
with any pair (xkl, ykr } in S, form the cycle, or cyclic sequence, 
xk, 3 Yk, 2 Xkl’ Ykz, *..P xkl, Ykg where each pair (xki, yki} E S and each pair 
(yki, xk,,,} and {yk!, xk,} are in S+ A. If this cycle does not contain all 
pairs in S, form new cycles until S is exhausted. 
Label the headline and sideline of a 2n + 1 by 2n + 1 array with the 
elements go, g,, . . . . g,, of G. Fill in the entries of the first row of this array 
with orderedpairs as follows. In row go, column go place the pair (go, go). 
In row go, column ai place one of (xi + ai, yi + ai) or (yi + ai, xi+ a,), 
choosing the order to agree with that of the cycle in which the pair occurs. 
In row go, column - ai place one of (xi, yJ or (yj, x,), again choosing the 
order to agree with the order in which the cycle is written. For i > 0, place 
in row gi and column gj the pair (a + gi, b + g,), where (a, b) is the entry 
in row go, column gj--gj. 
We consider now two arrays, one consisting of the first coordinates and 
the other the second coordinates of the array of pairs. In the following 
example these arrays are orthogonal Latin squares, each the transpose of 
the other. 
EXAMPLE. Let G be Zi3, with starter S={{4, l}, (-3, -4}, i-1,3}, 
(2, -5},{6 -21, (5, -6)) an d k s ew adder A= (-5, -6, -2,3, -4,l). 
Then S+A=({-1, -4}, {4,3}, i-3,1}, (5, -2}, (2, -61, (6, -5)). 
We may select (4,1} from S and form the cycle 4, 1, - 3, - 4, - 1, 3 by 
alternately choosing pairs from S and S + A. One other cycle is needed to 
exhaust G. If we begin with (2, - 5) this cycle is 2, - 5, 6, - 2, 5, - 6. The 
pairs in the first two rows of the 13 by 13 array of pairs are found to be: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 
0 ((40) C-576) C-1,3) (-275) (6, -2) (4,l) (-3, -4) (3,4) (-4, -1) (4,2) (2, -5) (I, -3) (~54) 
1 (6, -5) (1, 1) t-4, -6) (4 4) t-1,6) (4, -1) (5,2) (-2, -3) (4,5) (-3,0) (-5,3) (3,d) (2, -2) 
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As an example of a starter and skew adder that does not produce a 
transpose-orthogonal Latin square, consider the group G = 2i7 with starter 
S=((l, -11, (2, -2), (3, -31, (4, -41, (5, -51, (6, -61, (7, -71, 
(8, -8)) and adder A= {2,6,8,3,7,4, -1,5>. Then S+A= ({3,1>, 
(8,4}, {-6,5}, (7, 11, i-5,-2), (-7,2), (6, -81, f-4, -3)). The 
only possible cycle is 1, - 1, 7, - 7, - 2, 2, - 5, 5, - 6, 6, - 8, 8, 4, -4, 
-3, 3 (or its reverse). The construction places the ordered pair (7, -7) in 
row 0, column 1, and the same pair in row 1, column 0, Thus the arrays 
of first and second coordinates are not transposes of each other. Indeed, 
the construction places ( - 7, - 2) in row 0, column 4 and ( - 7, - 4) below 
that in row 3, column 4, so the array of first coordinates is not Latin. 
Some starters and skew adders do produce Latin squares, but they are 
not orthogonal. For example, with the group Z,, starter S= ((2, 3), 
{ 1,5}, {4,6}) and adder A = (1,4,2), the construction produces two 
symmetric Latin squares. 
3. A CONDITION FOR THE CONSTRUCTION TO WORK 
The success or failure of the construction for a given starter S, skew 
adder A, and list of cycles can be determined directly from the cycles, or 
more precisely, from the order imposed by the cycles on the pairs in S and 
S+ A. Suppose the construction places (xi, yi) in row go, column - ui. 
Then (xi + uj, yj + aj) is placed in row aj, column go. In order for the two 
coordinate arrays to be transposes, we must have placed ( yj + aj, xj + uj) in 
row go, column aj. Thus the order assigned by the cycles to 
(xj+aj, Yj+"j) must be (yj + aj, xj -I- aj). The description of the construc- 
tion in [3] first places a pair in row uj, column g, in reverse of the cyclic 
order and then reverses that order to place a pair in row go, coIumn c+ 
This attempt to ensure that the coordinate arrays are transposes will be 
inconsistent with the rest of the construction when the cycles assign the 
“wrong” order to pairs in S f A. 
THEOREM 1. The construction works, i.e., produces pairs whose first and 
second coordinates respectively constitute two Latin squares that are trans- 
poses and are orthogonal, iff for each j = 1,2, . . . . n, whenever the order 
assigned by cycles to (xj, yj} is (xj, yj), the order assigned to {xj+ aj, 
yj f a,> is (yj+ aj, xj+ aj). This condition is equivalent to requiring that 
every non-zero element of G occurs as a difference between consecutive terms 
in the cycles. 
Proof. The condition is clearly necessary. Assume that the condition is 
satisfied. We claim first that the table of ordered pairs is symmetric, in the 
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sense that if (x, y) is in row gj, column gi, i #j, then (v, x) is in row gj, 
column gj. For if (x, v) is in row g,, column gj, then (x, y) = 
(a + g,, b + g,), where (a, b) is in row g,, column gi - g, = - ( gj - gi). Thus, 
using the condition, (b + [gi - gj], a + [gi - gi]) is in row g,, column 
g, - gj. Therefore (b + [ gi - gj] + gj, a + [ gi - gj] + gj) = ( y, X) is in row 
gj, column g,. 
The use of cycles to order the pairs in S and S + A assures us that each 
element of G occurs exactly once as first and once as second coordinate in 
row g, of the array. Since the entries in other rows are translations of the 
. . 
entries m row g,, each row contains every element of the group exactly 
once as first and as second coordinate. By the symmetry of the table, each 
group element occurs exactly once as first and as second coordinates in the 
columns, so the construction produces Latin squares when the condition is 
met, and the squares are transposes. 
It follows from the condition that the pairs in row g, are ordered so that 
the differences x - y between coordinates of pairs (x, v) from S + A are the 
negatives of the differences between coordinates of pairs from S. Thus every 
non-zero element of G occurs as a difference between coordinates of pairs 
in row g,. For each pair (x, v) in row g, with difference x - y, the 2n pairs 
(x + gj, y +gj) for gj E G appear in the table below row g,. Therefore all 
ordered pairs appear in the table and the two Latin squares are 
orthogonal. 
4. OBSERVATIONS 
The condition of Theorem 1 depends essentially on the choice of cycles 
and not just on the starter and adder. It may happen that a pair from S 
and the corresponding pair from S + A appear in different cycles. Thus if 
only one of those cycles were reversed, the result would be different. This 
situation occurs, for example, with S = ( (1, 4}, ( -6, -7}, { - 1, 7}, 
i-4,6}, (2, S}, (-5, -3}, { -2,3}, i--8,5}} and A = (-5, -4, -6, -2, 
7, 8, - 1,3 >. This starter and skew adder appear in Hwang’s survey on 
starters [2]. 
Mullin and Nemeth used the construction to show the existence of trans- 
pose-orthogonal Latin squares for every odd prime power order p”, where 
p” is not of the form 2k + 1. This result uses the fact that the set 
x= {(x0, Xd), (x24 X3d), . ..) (X(*r-2)d, x@- l)d); 
(x’, Xd+ ‘), (X2d+ 1, X3d+ 1) . _ . 
(xd-l, X2d-1), (X3d--, X4d--1), . . . . (xt(2+-l)d--l, x2"-')>, 
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where d = 2k-’ and x is a primitive element in K= GF(p”), for p” = 2kt + 1 
with k a positive integer and t an odd integer > 1, is a starter in the 
additive group of K, and that an adder for X is ( -(a + b): (a, b) E X>. A 
strong starter for a group G of order 2n + 1 is defined to be a starter 
S= ((xi, yi): 1< i< n} such that all sums xi + yi are distinct and non- 
zero. It follows immediately that the set (-(xi+ yJ: 1 < id n} forms an 
adder for S. 
It is shown in [4] that the starter X above is a strong starter and in [3] 
that the corresponding adder is skew. Thus the construction may be 
applied. It may be verified directly for this example that the condition of 
Theorem 1 is satisfied for some choice of cycles. We generalize this fact in 
the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let S= {(xi, yi): 1~ i< n} be a strong starter for a group 
G. If the adder A = ( -(xi + yj): 1 d i < n} is skew, then the construction 
works. 
Proof: We begin by relabeling the elements of G and ordering the unor- 
dered pairs in S. Select any pair (x,, y,) in S. For i3 1 let xi+ i = - yi 
and yi+ 1 be the group element such that (xi+ r, Y~+~) ES. The process 
continues as long as all terms are distinct. Since G is finite, and an element 
and its negative are never in the same pair, and each element belongs to a 
unique pair, the process terminates when some y, = -x1. If the process has 
not exhausted G, select a pair {x, + r, yt+ I > and repeat the process until all 
elements of G are relabeled. 
Let S be the set ((xi, yJ: 1~ i<n) of ordered pairs formed above. Let 
(S + A) = ((--xi, - yi): (xi, yj) E S}. Since the element of A corresponding 
to the pair (xi, yj} is uj= - (xi-t yj), (xi+ aj, yj+ aj> = ( --xi, --yj}. 
Thus every pair in (S + A) is an ordering of a pair in S + A. Furthermore 
z is a second coordinate in S iff -z is a first coordinate in S iff z is a first 
coordinate in (S+ A). Thus any cycle ul, ui, u2, v2, . . . with ul, v1 ordered 
as in S must have vl, z.+ ordered as in (SS A) and u2, v2 ordered as in S9 
and so forth. We simply require that whenever cycles are formed, the initial 
pair of each cycle be ordered as in S. This guarantees that if the order 
assigned by a cycle to (xi, yj> is (x,, yj), then the order assigned to 
(xj -I- uj, yj + aj> is (-xi, - yj), which is (yj + aj, xi + aj). Thus the con- 
struction works. 
A patterned starter for ZZn+ I has the form ({k, -k}: 1 dkdn}. There 
is a well-known natural correspondence between patterned starters with 
adders and strong starters. Although the construction always works for a 
strong starter when the corresponding adder is skew, it does not generally 
work for the corresponding patterned starter. 
There is a necessary condition for the construction to work whose use 
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may save effort (or computer time) as compared with the condition of 
Theorem 1. It is easy to see that if the construction is to work, we must 
have for 1 <j,< IZ, the differences - (xi - yj) not equal to the correspond- 
ing aj. Unfortunately this condition is not sufficient. 
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